
Key Benefits

• Self-service access to diverse 
data assets

• Democratize data and AI

• Drive business value with 
collaboration among stakeholders

• Highly adaptable data intelligence

Accelerate trusted data adoption with marketplace and data fabric

With the advent of new data sources and AI-driven technology innovation, enterprises are  

poised to pivot away from traditional data management approaches to enable data-driven 

business transformation. Enterprises need quick and efficient access to their entire data assets 

spread across on-premise, multi- and hybrid cloud data platforms. A larger number of data 

consumers now require on-demand access to relevant data to quickly derive insights or work on 

new AI/ML models. The challenge lies in quickly and efficiently delivering the data to consumers  

when and where it’s needed.

Conventional approaches necessitate migration or ingestion of the organization’s data assets 

into a common repository. The data is then staged from this repository, with the data products 

synthesized and provisioned for data consumers. This approach to data provisioning has serious 

cost implications for data engineering teams, as each and every data asset needs to be staged 

through the lake or warehouse infrastructure, regardless of whether it is actually used. Data 

teams need to invest heavily in time and resources to acquire data assets from the source, then 

ingest and stage them into the lake.

To mitigate the cost and operational risk of these traditional approaches, today’s data leaders 

are adopting the idea of using a data fabric architecture to integrate, govern and share their 

distributed data assets. This approach removes the complexities of data storage and integration 

and streamlines data delivery. Data fabric offers a more adaptable data management strategy,  

as it supports hybrid or multi-cloud platforms, data processing and delivery methods, locations 

and architectural approaches. Meaning that data fabric can more effectively manage large 

volumes of structured, unstructured or semi-structured data by inventorying the metadata,  

rather than consolidating the data into a single (cloud PaaS) platform.

The agility and flexibility enabled by data fabrics accelerates data-driven transformation  

for enterprises, enabling broader and more efficient delivery of data where it’s needed to power 

data-driven decisions and outcomes. However, to realize this transformation completely, 

organizations need to close the “last mile” gap between relevant data and the business user or 

line of business data consumers who need it. 

Data Marketplace: 
The Gateway to an  
Intelligent Data Fabric
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This is where a self-service data marketplace comes in. A data marketplace allows data 

consumers to “shop” for relevant data without depending on IT or data engineers as gatekeepers. 

Because the marketplace is stocked with metadata that gives relevant business context to the 

assets available through the data fabric, data consumers can get a quick sense of what data 

is available, what it contains, its quality, who owns it and how to get it through fabric-enabled 

delivery methods. 

While data fabric enables more comprehensive and flexible access to the enterprise’s data 

assets, a cloud data marketplace closes the “last mile” gap by providing visibility and availability 

of these data assets to business data consumers, whenever and wherever they need it. Much like 

a retailer selling their products in an online store, the cloud data marketplace allows a data owner 

to organize their data into categories, which self-service data consumers can use to browse and 

shop for relevant data.

A data fabric helps enterprises with on-demand provisioning of data assets without requiring 

ingestion or staging as a prerequisite, by leveraging active metadata. And a data marketplace 

provides a way to signal demand from business consumers. Meaning data, regardless of its 

source location, can be provisioned whenever a marketplace user requests it, providing data 

consumers a one-stop shop for all their data needs. Key features of a data marketplace that 

enable on demand access through the fabric include:

Leverage metadata intelligence (rather than data)

A data fabric approach to data management leverages active metadata consolidation for data 

management, instead of migrating and consolidating the data itself to a central repository. 

Metadata is, by definition, easier to obtain and maintain than data, and can be used to perform 

any subsequent data management activity through the fabric layer.

Cloud data marketplace leverages intelligence from metadata to provide a consumer experience 

for the organization’s data assets. Metadata is acquired from across various data sources and 

sourced into a marketplace’s data “packaging” model, similar to the way consumer packaging has 

labeling for things like pricing, weight and nutrition info. 

The packaging model allows data owners to leverage active metadata to make their data wares 

available to distributed consumers without having to ingest and stage all the data through a lake 

process as a condition of access.

Deliver data diversity 

In a conventional data provisioning method, only the staged data is available for consumption, 

limiting the available data products to just what’s been onboarded and staged through the lake. 

Also, the staged data needs to be transformed as dimensional data marts in the warehouse layer 

before they can be consumed, particularly for analytics use cases. 
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Since data fabric operates on consolidated, active metadata, it can expose the entire  

enterprise data to consumers prior to staging. This allows onboarding and ingestion to be 

actioned based on consumer demand, rather than anticipated future demand. By allocating data 

engineering resources through a consumer-responsive, agile “DataOps” model, data teams  

can increase efficiencies in data operations, ensuring that every dollar of data engineering is 

applied to provisioning a data asset that will be consumed.

A cloud data marketplace provides a way for data producers to see the demand for their data by 

providing “one-stop shop” to data consumers for self-service data access. This visibility allows 

producers to determine which data assets they should focus on, and which they can let slide.  

High-demand (and therefore, high-value) data can get extra attention in terms of profiling, lineage, 

glossary tagging, policy and other governance overlays. Additionally, data operations teams  

can automate data provisioning processes for data assets with high demand, enabling scalable 

data delivery while reducing cost.

Flexible data access on demand

Business users need to be able to access consumer data in a variety of ways. These range  

from access to support conventional analytics use cases to the kind of operational and  

real-time data access that enables IoT use cases and creates ML data pipelines. A data fabric 

helps business users to provision data as required for their use case, but then also ingest the  

data into a data lake, where they can stage it and then provision it physically as a data mart.  

Or, with a data fabric, consumers could access data for operational use cases via APIs,  

Kafka queues or other virtualized access methods. Most customers will already have endpoints 

in their infrastructure to enable these access methods, and so the solution will need to support 

heterogeneous data provision options. A data fabric approach provides flexibility for the 

consumer to acquire and source data in the format and method best suited for their use case, 

even if the underlying content of the data may be the same.

A cloud data marketplace supports these heterogenous methods of data access by providing  

an interface where data delivery options can be specified in the packaging, by the data owner. 

This allows the data producer to provide the data consumer with alternate methods of access 

and use for their data, and letting the consumer choose the best delivery option for their needs 

(batch and real-time data access).

Key Benefits
Self-service access to diverse data assets

A cloud data marketplace solution deployed on top of a data fabric enables fast and 

easy discovery of business-critical data by a wide range of data consumers, breaking down 

organizational and technical impediments to data access and reducing redundancy. 

Data analysts can accelerate their analytics journey with access to the trusted data, and data 

scientists and engineers can support the analyst’s AI/ML model development. The solution 

enables future-ready enterprises by addressing the data needs for the enterprise as a whole.
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Democratize data and AI

Data asset tagging, quality scorecard capabilities and peer review capabilities of a cloud 

data marketplace can help surface the most trusted and relevant data and AI models in an 

enterprise and promote their optimization and re-use. The ability to package and promote these 

models along with associated data will enable broader and more efficient AI adoption and help 

organizations get the most from their data science investments.

Drive business value with collaboration among stakeholders

A marketplace presents an excellent opportunity for not only internal stakeholders but also 

various external stakeholders like suppliers, customers and partners to access relevant data 

and collaborate in a trusted and governed environment. An enterprise data fabric can give 

us a complete picture of all the suppliers, their products, relationship level and other relevant 

information. And a cloud data marketplace provides multiple self-service marketplace entry 

points where both internal and external stakeholders (suppliers, customers and partners) can 

collaborate, access and share trusted, governed information.

Data intelligence

A data fabric architecture approach to enterprise data management is highly adaptable with 

changes in data platforms, data types, technological advancement or even with introduction of 

any new data sources. This allows data fabric to automatically discover the newly added data 

sets which can then be pushed to the marketplace for use by data consumers.

A cloud data marketplace also provides data consumers with the relevant recommendation  

of alternate data assets, newly added data sets and their dependencies. In some cases, a data 

consumer might not even be aware that the data even exists. A cloud data marketplace provides 

users with semantic search capability to find the most relevant data assets. For consumers like 

data scientists who are looking for AL/ML models, a marketplace can provide recommendations 

about the best data suited to train the models.

Today’s enterprise needs to democratize their data, whether it’s on premises or in cloud 

data stores. Data marketplaces can deliver on-demand access for business users. Self-

service capability to access enterprise data, coupled with data fabric architecture empowers 

organizations in their transformation to an intelligent data enterprise.

Next Steps
Learn more about how Intelligent Data Management Cloud and  

Informatica Cloud Data Marketplace deliver enterprise-scale data democratization.

https://www.informatica.com/platform.html
https://www.informatica.com/content/dam/informatica-com/en/collateral/data-sheet/cloud-data-marketplace_data-sheet_4227en.pdf

